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Jean is forced to enroll in a boarding school in Salem, Massachusetts. True to form, she runs afoul
of a group of girls at the school who fancy themselves as wannabe witches. Jean, however, is a real
witch. She has spent her life trying to hide some of her supernatural abilities but he discovers that
the school is the place where her cousin had committed suicide a few years earlier...Jean always
doubted that her cousin killed herself and now seeks to use some of her supernatural abilities to find
out the truth.
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Yes, I could tell this is a first time author. And this could have been edited better.But it's a whole lot
better than some I've seen. And it's a terrific story. I liked the twist, that was pretty sneaky.Keep
writing, I'd like to know more about the Sungazers and the Bloodmoons. You've got real potential!

The story is enjoyable but very short. It has a good premise and like able characters. The bad guys
are especially well written. It was worth the time spent reading.

I got this for free through BookBub. Thank goodness I didn't spend any money. It's sad really, there
were SO many parts of this story that could have been developed to actually become a book. Also,
get a decent proofreader.

The characters were a little one note but the premise is good. It has potential to be a great tale. In
my imagination it it grew into an exciting adventure
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